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Banach spaces. Example (3.2.4) will be the object of a special study in Chapter
VII, and we shall see it is also a Banach space.
 (5.1.3)	Examples corresponding to the preceding ones are obtained by
replacing everywhere real numbers by complex numbers (and in example
(3.2.2), squares (x^y^2 by |^-^|2).
 (5.1.4)	Let I = [a, b] be a closed bounded interval in R, and E = ^R(I)
the set of all real-valued continuous functions in I; E is a vector space
(/+ g and A/ being respectively the mappings t -»/(0 + g(t) and /
If we write
I
J<
n/iii=  \m\dt,
Ja
I/Hi is a norm on E. The only axiom which is not trivially verified is (II),
which follows from the mean value theorem (see Chapter VIII). It can be
proved that E is not complete (see Problem 1).
For other important examples of norms, see Section 5.7 and Chapter VI.
(5.1 .5) If E is a real (resp. complex) normed space, the mapping (x9 y) -> x + y
is uniformly continuous in E x E; the mapping (A, x)-*Ax is continuous
in R x E (resp. C x E); the mapping x^-lx is uniformly continuous in E.
The proofs follow the same pattern as those of (4.1.1) and (4.1.2); to
prove for instance the continuity of (A, x) -» /be at a point (A0 , xq), we use
the formula ||Ax - A0x0|| = II ^o(* ~~ xo) + (A - A0)*o + (A - A0)(x - x0)ll <
|A - A0| • ||x0ll + |A - A0| - ||x - *0||.
As a corollary of (5.1 .5), it follows that any translation x -*• a + x and
any homothetic mapping x ~> Ix (A ^ 0) is a homeomorphism of E onto
itself, for the inverse mapping is again a translation (resp. a homothetic
mapping).
PROBLEMS
1.   Let I == [0, 1), and let E be the normed space defined in (5.1.4).
(a) For any n 2? 3, let/n be the continuous function defined in I, such that/n(/) = 1 for
0^/^1/2, fn(t) = 0 for 1/2 + 1/n < t ^ 1 , and that fn(t) has the form ocn t + ph in the
interval [1/2, 1/2 + l/n] (with constants an and /?„ to be determined). Show that in E,

